Abstract-This paper considers the downlink of a wireless multicell orthogonal frequency division multiple-access (OFDMA) system where neighboring base-stations (BSs) can jointly encode and transmit data signals to their users using zero-forcing (ZF) precoding in each frequency tone, but only limited backhaul capacity is available for each BS to share its users' data streams with the neighboring BSs. A numerical algorithm is proposed to maximize the network-wide utility of this system subject to backhaul-capacity constraints. The proposed algorithm first selects a subset of frequency tones for each BS to share its users' data streams with the neighboring BSs and then, jointly schedules users and adapts the precoding coefficients and the power spectra of the BSs to effectively utilize the limited backhaul capacity. Numerical results show that using the proposed algorithm, the gain in downlink sum-rate per cell can be made to scale linearly with the available backhaul capacity per BS between the no-cooperation and the full-cooperation scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multicell cooperative processing promises to significantly improve the performance of wireless cellular networks by coordinating multiple base-stations (BSs) for the effective mitigation of intercell interference [1] - [4] . The realization of this promise, however, comes at the cost of very highcapacity backhaul communication between the cooperating base-stations. This is because as multiple BSs jointly encode and transmit data signals to their users in multicell cooperative processing, the data streams of their users must be shared among all the cooperating BSs. The cost and implementation complexity of such high-capacity backhaul communication can be prohibitive in a practical implementation. This paper aims to answer the following question: How much of the performance gain of multicell cooperative processing can still be retained in a wireless multicell system if only limited backhaul capacity is available to each BS to share its users' data streams with the neighboring BSs?
This paper considers the downlink of a wireless multicell orthogonal frequency division multiple-access (OFDMA) network where a BS can use zero-forcing (ZF) precoding to pre-subtract the intercell interference of the cooperating neighboring BSs. Cooperation between any two neighboring BSs requires sharing of the user data-streams over backhaul. Therefore, in order to reduce the total volume of backhaul communication, this paper proposes that each BS chooses a subset of frequency tones for each of its neighboring BSs, and shares the users' data only on this subset of tones. Thus, on a particular frequency tone, each BS may share its users' data with only a subset of the neighboring BSs as in the example in Fig. 1 . The direction of arrow on the cooperation link indicates that the source BS sends its user data to the destination BS and then, the destination BS pre-subtracts the intercell interference of the source BS using ZF precoding.
For this strategy to be effective, one must be able to efficiently solve the network optimization problem associated with the proposed scheme. Toward this end, this paper adopts a network optimization framework of maximizing a networkwide utility function while satisfying the backhaul-capacity constraints of each BS. To achieve a network-wide optimal solution under the utility maximization objective, all BSs must jointly optimize the following on all frequency tones: the user schedules, the precoder coefficients, the transmit power spectra, and the subset of frequency tones on which they share their users' data streams with each of the neighboring BSs for ZF precoding. Clearly, finding a network-wide global optimal solution for such a complex network optimization problem is likely to be impractical. This paper therefore focuses on a heuristic approach that first judiciously chooses the cooperation links (for sharing the user's data streams) for each frequency tone at each BS, while accounting for both the benefit and the cost of selecting the links. The proposed algorithm then jointly schedules users and adapts the zeroforcing precoder coefficients as well as the power spectra of all BSs using an iterative approach.
We show in this paper that the above numerical approach is in fact feasible in a practical network. Further, we provide numerical evidence to suggest that the benefit of multicell cooperative processing (in term of downlink sum-rate improvement per cell) in fact scales linearly with the backhaulcapacity constraint per BS between the no-cooperation and the full-cooperation scenarios. Note that the full-cooperation scenario requires a backhaul-capacity of six times the downlink sum-rate per cell (for a hexagonally tiled cellular network in which each BS has to share its users' data streams with each of the six neighboring BSs). Using the proposed algorithm, this paper shows that if only 50% of the full-cooperation backhaul capacity is available per BS, then 50% of the fullcooperation gain in downlink sum-rate can still be retained as compared to the no-cooperation scenario. The proportional fairness objective of the proposed algorithm ensures that the gain in data-rates is fairly distributed among all the users.
A. Related Work
To reduce backhaul communication in the single-frequency wireless multicell networks, the approach of clustering the BSs into disjoint clusters has been proposed in [5] - [9] . The cooperation cluster comprises a limited number of BSs, thus backhaul communication is required only within the cluster. However, although intra-cluster intercell interference is eliminated completely, each cluster still receives interference from other clusters. The BSs in a cluster can be chosen statically [7] , [8] or dynamically in time [5] . The concept of clustering may be applied independently to each frequency tone in an OFDMA network to reduce backhaul communication. However, ensuring backhaul-capacity constraints over all frequency tones requires a combinatorial search for cluster-selection in each of the frequency tones, which is not a trivial task. To this end, a different approach is considered for backhaulconstrained wireless multicell OFDMA networks in [9] where cooperation links are added only for the weakest set of users in the no-cooperation scenario until each of the finite-capacity backhaul links between BSs are used up.
The proposed multicell model with limited backhaul communication is related to the information theoretical study of interference channel with rate-limited cooperation at the transmitter. In this realm, a shared-private rate-splitting scheme is proposed in [10] , where each transmitter shares only a part of its message with the other transmitter for partial zeroforcing precoding, and where the private message remains as interference. This paper considers a considerably simpler approach where the transmitter shares either no message or the entire message in each frequency tone, but messages are shared on only a subset of frequency tones for ZF precoding.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider an interference-limited network with L cells, K users per cell and an OFDMA multiplexing scheme with N tones over a fixed bandwidth. The frequency assignments for users within each cell are non-overlapping. Thus, users experience only intercell interference and no intracell interference. Both the base-station and the mobile-user are equipped with a single antenna. Multipath fading channels are initially estimated between all the BSs and the remote terminals in the same cell as well as the neighboring cells on all frequency tones, and this channel-state information is made available to every BS. The channel-state information (CSI) is assumed to be perfect in this paper.
Each base-station is connected to its neighboring BSs via backhaul links. Further, limited backhaul capacity is assumed to be available to each base-station to share its users' data streams with the neighboring BSs for ZF precoding. The backhaul capacity of a base-station may not be sufficient for sharing its users' data streams with all the neighboring BSs in all the frequency tones and thus, the base-station needs to choose a subset of frequency tones to share its users' data streams with the neighboring BSs. In this paper, additional overhead incurred by transmitting the channel-state information over the backhaul is not considered, though the reader may find an interesting study of the same in [11] .
Each base-station computes the ZF precoding coefficients to pre-subtract the intercell interference of its cooperating neighboring BSs. The cooperation links are directional. A cooperation link from the lth base-station to the mth basestation in the nth tone means that the lth base-station sends the data stream of its scheduled user in the nth tone to the mth base-station via backhaul. So, the mth base-station uses zeroforcing precoding to pre-subtract intercell interference from the lth cell to the scheduled user in its own cell in the nth tone. Therefore, each outgoing cooperation link can reduce the interference to and increase the data rate of the destination BS, but it also incurs an additional cost of transmitting the user's data stream over the backhaul.
Let p n m represent the power spectrum used by the mth basestation to transmit signal to the scheduled user in its own cell in the nth tone and u n mk ∈ C represent the information signal for the kth user in the mth cell in the nth tone, which is assumed to have unit energy. The downlink user schedules are determined by the assignment function f (m, n), which assigns a user k to the mth cell in the nth tone for downlink, i.e. k = f (m, n). Since the mth BS uses its transmit power to transmit data to its scheduled user and to zero-force the signal of scheduled users in other cells which cooperate with the mth cell, the transmitted signal x n m of the mth base-station in the nth tone is of the form
where w n mk,mk = 1 and {w n mk,lk ∀m = l} represents the precoding coefficient used by the mth BS to pre-subtract the intercell interference caused by the lth cell to its own scheduled user k in the nth tone. Here k is the user scheduled at the lth base-station, i.e. k = f (l, n). Note that w n mk,lk = 0 if there is no cooperation link from the lth base-station to the mth base-station in the nth tone because the mth base-station does not receive the lth base-station's user data.
Let h n l,mk denote the complex channel response between the lth base-station and the kth remote user in the mth cell in the nth tone for downlink. Let h n m be a L × 1 column vector obtained by stacking the channel gains {h n l,mk ∀l} of all the BSs to the scheduled user k in the mth cell. Then, the received signal at the kth user in the mth cell scheduled in the nth tone can be written as
where the precoding vector w n m ∈ C L×1 is obtained by stacking the precoder coefficients {w n lk ,mk ∀l} used by all the BSs to zero-out the interference caused by the mth cell and w n mk,mk = 1. Here, z n mk is the additive white Gaussian complex noise with variance σ 2 /2 on each of its real and imaginary components, k = f (m, n), k = f (l, n) and (.) H is the hermitian operator.
The signal-to-interference ratio (SINR) of the kth user in the mth cell scheduled in the nth tone is given by
where Γ is the SNR gap corresponding to the choice of modulation and coding schemes. The instantaneous downlink user rate for the kth user in the mth cell in the nth tone is r n mk = log 2 (1 + SINR n mk ), and the instantaneous downlink user rate for the kth user over all frequency tones is R mk = n∈D mk r n mk , where the summation is over all the frequency tones assigned to the kth user in the mth cell, i.e. n ∈ D mk , where
Let the lth base-station send its data to N n l neighboring BSs in the nth tone, then, the amount of cooperation required is N n l r n lk , where r n lk is the instantaneous data rate of the k th scheduled user in the lth cell in the nth tone. Thus, the total cooperation rate of the lth base-station over all frequencies is given by
This paper assumes a network-utility maximization framework. To meet the backhaul-capacity constraints at each BS, while maximizing the network-wide utility, each BS can be thought of as making three decisions at each frequency tone: 1) Cooperation-link selection: Which neighboring BSs should send their user's data stream to this BS so that it can pre-subtract their intercell interference using ZF precoding? 2) User-scheduling: Which user should be served? 3) Precoder-coefficient and power-spectrum adaptation:
What are the optimal precoder coefficients to zero-out the intercell interference of the cooperating BSs and what is the optimal power spectra for transmitting data of the scheduled user in its own cell? These questions must be answered jointly across all the BSs to obtain a network-wide optimal solution. The channels are assumed to vary slowly over time so that the optimization can be done repeatedly as channels vary over time.
The joint cooperation-link selection, user-scheduling, precoder-coefficient and power-spectrum adaptation problem that maximizes the network utility can be expressed as
where the optimization is over the cooperation links, the userscheduling function f (m, n), the precoder coefficients w n mk,lk and the power spectra p n l . The objective of the problem is to maximize the network-wide utility log(R mk ), which ensures proportional fairness among all users in all cells. Here,R mk is the time-averaged rate for the kth user in the mth cell, and R mk is the instantaneous downlink rate of the same user. The second constraint requires that the total transmit power of the mth base-station in the nth tone must satisfy the per base-station transmit PSD constraint S max . The third constraint on C l requires that the total cooperation rate of the lth basestation over all frequencies must satisfy the backhaul-capacity constraint C max l . Dualizing the optimization problem with respect to the backhaul-capacity constraint at each base-station, the optimization problem in (4) can be rewritten as
where λ l is the Lagrange multiplier which ensures that the backhaul-capacity constraints are met for the lth base-station. λ l can also be interpreted as the marginal price of networkutility measured in utility per unit of backhaul capacity of the lth base-station. When λ l equals 0, infinite backhaul capacity is available for the lth base-station and it can cooperate with all the neighboring BSs in all frequency tones to presubtract intercell interference. As the value of λ l increases, the backhaul-capacity constraint for the lth base-station decreases to a finite value, until a certain value of λ l beyond which there is no cooperation possible as the cost of cooperating with other BSs becomes very high. The maximization of the marginal increase in the logutility log(R mk ) in (4) 
B. Overview
The optimization problem in (4) is a mixed discrete (cooperation-link selection and user-scheduling) and continuous (precoder-coefficient and power-spectrum adaptation) optimization problem. Finding the network-wide optimal solution to (4) jointly across all BSs and tones is impractical. This paper therefore proposes a heuristic approach to solve this optimization problem that first selects the cooperation links for each BS judiciously in each frequency tone (Section III-C). The proposed algorithm then iterates between scheduling the users assuming precoder coefficients and power spectra are fixed, and adapting the precoder coefficients and the power spectra assuming the user schedules are fixed. The scheduling of users uses a proportionally fair objective with additional penalty for backhaul-capacity constraint (Section III-D). The ZF precoder coefficients are computed using inversion of the channel limited to cooperating BSs only, and the power spectra are optimized using interior-point method as described in Section III-E.
C. Cooperation Link Selection
Adding a cooperation link can reduce the interference to and thus, increase the data rate of the destination BS, but it also incurs a backhaul-capacity cost of sharing the user data over the backhaul link. The first part of the algorithm aims to add the cooperation links which result in the maximum increase in the data rate of the destination BS with a minimum backhaulcapacity cost. However, calculating the benefit of adding each cooperation link is a nontrivial task, because it involves the re-calculation of ZF precoding coefficients and the associated power spectra. In order to devise a practical algorithm for cooperation link selection with the possibility of distributed implementation, this paper proposes to approximate the rate expression with and without cooperation using the following principle. Whenever a cooperation link is added from the lth base-station to the mth base-station in the nth tone, it is assumed that the mth base-station would see no interference from the lth base-station in the nth tone.
Specifically, let {r n mk } be the initial set of approximate data rates of the scheduled users in the nth tone in L cells, given byr 
where the interference from the lth BS to the mth BS, Δ = |h n l,mk | 2 p n l , is assumed to be absent. Clearly, this is only an approximation as the exact rate expression is a complicated function of the ZF precoding coefficients and the optimized power spectra. Nevertheless, the approximation is a fairly good one, especially when the channel is diagonally dominant.
The approximated rate expressions (7) and (8) are now used for cooperation link selection. As the objective is to maximize the network utility m,k R mk /R mk , the benefit of adding a cooperation link from the lth base-station to the mth basestation in the nth tone is approximately given by (r n mk,l − r n mk )/R mk .
The backhaul-capacity cost of adding the cooperation link from the lth base-station to the mth base-station in the nth tone approximately equals the cost of transmitting user data of the source base-station l over the backhaul given by λ lr n lk . Note that the cost of transmitting additional user data corresponding to the increased data rate of the destination BS over the outgoing links from the destination BS is ignored here. Thus, the algorithm selects the cooperation link from the lth basestation to the mth base-station in the nth tone if
accounting for the benefit and the cost of adding this link to the initial topology. This estimation can be done at the mth BS and then communicated to the lth BS.
D. Proportionally Fair Scheduling with Backhaul-Capacity Penalty
The approximate rate expression (7) can also be used to schedule the active user in each cell and in each frequency tone. Assuming that the cooperation links and the power spectra are fixed, a proportionally fair scheduler can select the active user while accounting for an additional penalty for the backhaul-capacity constraint. The user scheduling step assigns user k in each frequency tone n at the mth BS as
wherer n mk is the instantaneous approximate data rate of the kth user in the mth cell in the nth tone n computed using (7). The above scheduling policy maximizes the log-utility, but also includes additional backhaul-capacity cost of λ m N n mr n mk of transmitting user data over the N n m outgoing cooperation links from the mth BS.
E. Zero-Forcing Precoder Coefficient and Power Adaptation
With the cooperation links and the user schedule fixed, we can now compute the ZF precoder and the optimal power spectra. The ZF precoding coefficients are chosen such that if there is an outgoing cooperation link from the lth base-station to the mth base-station, then the scheduled user of the mth base-station sees no intercell interference from the lth cell. The power spectra of the BSs are optimized to ensure that the per-BS power constraints are satisfied. This is a nontrivial step, which needs to be done using nonlinear optimization methods for the maximization of the objective in (4). In the remainder of this section, as user scheduling is fixed, the user subscript k is dropped for notational convenience.
1) Channel Inversion:
For the full-cooperation scenario, the precoding matrix can be computed as the inverse of the channel gain matrix. For the scenario where each BS cooperates with only a subset of the neighboring BSs, it is shown below that the precoding coefficients can be computed by inverting the channel gain matrix restricted to the cooperating BSs only.
For all the outgoing cooperation links from the mth basestation to the lth base-station in the nth tone, the following condition holds
This condition means that the mth base-station sends its user's data to the lth base-station via backhaul link and the lth basestation uses zero-forcing precoding coefficients w n l,m to zeroout the intercell interference from the mth cell to the scheduled user in its own cell. Let the mth base-station send its user's data in the nth tone to N n m neighboring BSs, and let the indices of these BSs be represented by the set O n m . Define the channel gain matrix as
where (.)
H represents the hermitian operator. Then, (11) can be rewritten as 
2) Power Spectrum Adaptation:
The power-spectrum adaptation step assumes that the precoder coefficients are computed using (13) , and proceeds to optimize the transmit power spectra by solving the network-utility maximization problem (5) . The maximization of the marginal increase in log-utility while accounting for the penalty in backhaul gives a weighted rate-sum maximization problem on a tone-by-tone basis with weights for r n mk set as α
where the optimization is over the transmit power spectra {p n m }. Here, the inequality constraint on power spectra requires that the total transmit power spectra of the mth BS in the nth tone must satisfy the transmit PSD constraint S max . Define the equivalent channel matrixH n as containing the channel gainsh
, then, the instantaneous data rate in the nth tone can be rewritten as
The optimization problem in (14) is non-convex in {p n m }. This paper adopts an interior-point method [12] to find a local optimum of (14). In particular, in the Newton-step computation for interior-point method, the off-diagonal terms of the Hessian are ignored and the Newton step is computed as the ratio of the gradient and the absolute-value of the diagonal of the hessian (because the objective is not concave) to get an increment direction in each step [13] . Note that power-spectrum adaptation is a crucial step of the network optimization problem (4). This is because the power needed for zero-forcing the interference is non-negligible, and an alternative approach of treating the inequality constraint as an equality to compute {p n m } directly can result in negative powers, which are infeasible.
F. Summary
The overall algorithm is summarized below: 1) Initialize p n m = S max ∀m, n. Use joint scheduling and dynamic power-spectrum adaptation algorithm [13] to get an initial set of data rates {r Step 3 is repeated for a fixed number of iterations. In addition, we keep only the values which increase the objective in (5) to ensure the convergence of the algorithm.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on a wireless cellular network with 7 cells and 40 users per cell, with maximal frequency reuse, where cells are wrapped around so that each cell has six neighboring cells. Standard cellular network parameters are used in simulation: the noise power spectral density is set to -162 dBm/Hz; frequencyselective channel vectors over 64 frequency tones are chosen according to the multipath time delay profile of ITU-R M.1225 PedA and a distance-dependent path-loss model L = 128.1 + 37.1 log 10 (d), where d is the distance in km, with 8dB lognormal shadowing and a Rayleigh component. Perfect channel estimation is assumed for the downlink channel. The distance between neighboring BSs is set to 1.4 km. An antenna gain of 15 dBi is assumed. The maximum PSD constraint is -27 dBm/Hz, so that over a 10 MHz bandwidth the total transmit power at the BS is 49 dBm. The initial user-assignment is random. For evaluation purposes, the channels are assumed to be fixed throughout and λ m is assumed to be equal for all cells, which corresponds to a backhaul-capacity constraint on the sum of backhaul capacities of all BSs. Fig. 2 shows the improvement in downlink sum-rates per cell as a function of the backhaul capacity per BS. The most notable feature is that achievable downlink sum-rate scales linearly as the average backhaul capacity per BS increases from the no-cooperation scenario to the full-cooperation scenario. The no-cooperation scenario uses joint proportionally fair scheduling and dynamic power-spectrum adaptation [13] . In the full-cooperation scenario, each BS uses ZF precoding to zero-out the interference of all the neighboring BSs on all tones and thus, each BS shares its users' data streams with all the neighboring BSs on all tones. Thus, the required backhaul capacity is six times the average downlink sum-rate of each cell. However, if, for example, 50% of the full-cooperation backhaul capacity is available, then the gain in downlink sumrate as compared to the no-cooperation scenario becomes 50%. Thus, the proposed algorithm provides a network operator a range of possibilities to balance between the benefit and the cost of using backhaul capacities for intercell interference mitigation. Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distribution functions of the downlink user rates for different backhaul capacities (per BS). It can be seen that the gains of ZF precoding are distributed fairly among the different users, i.e., both the 10th and the 90th percentile users obtain almost equal percentage gain from the presence of cooperation links in the network.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a numerical algorithm to investigate the gains from multicell cooperative processing in a wireless multicell OFDMA downlink network when the backhaul capacity of each BS is limited. The proposed algorithm maximizes the network-wide utility subject to backhaul-capacity constraints and with a proportional fairness objective to ensure a fair distribution of gains among the users. This algorithm selects a subset of tones at each BS for cooperation with the neighboring BSs to utilize the limited backhaul capacity judiciously and then, iteratively updates the user schedule, the precoder coefficients and the power spectra. Numerical results suggest a linear trade-off between the gain in downlink sum-rate per cell and the average backhaul capacity per BS as the backhaulcapacity per BS increases from the no-cooperation scenario to the full-cooperation scenario. This illustrates that the benefit of multicell cooperative processing can be obtained gradually as backhaul capabilities improve in a wireless multicell network. Cumulative distribution functions of downlink user rates for different backhaul capacities per BS.
